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Abstract: Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) are attracting increasing attention in bioanalysis, due to
their large surface area and excellent steerable properties. Meanwhile, the booming development
of microfluidics is offering a faster, lower consumption, and more effective approach to bioanalysis.
MNPs-assisted microfluidic bioanalysis enables enhanced analytical performance by introducing
functionalized magnetic nanomaterial into microchip devices. This work reviews the advances of
MNPs-assisted microfluidic bioanalysis in the recent decade. The preparation and modification
methods of MNPs are summarized as having a bioanalysis capability in microchips. These MNPs can
be used for sample pretreatment materials and/or biosensing tags. In sample pretreatment, MNPs
enable effective magnetic separation, preconcentration, and mass transport. In detection, MNPs act
as not only magnetic sensing tags but also as the support for optical sensors. Finally, the overviews
and challenges in microfluidic bioanalysis with the assistance of MNPs are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Microfluidics capable of microscale fluid handling are thriving in powerful analyti-
cal technology, especially in biological analysis [1,2]. The miniaturized microfluidic chip
device accelerates the mass transfer and heat exchange dramatically in the depth direc-
tion of channels [3]. Meanwhile, customized microchannel networks can be fabricated
via microfabrication technology, which enables easy integration of analytical processes
into a single microchip [4,5]. Armed to make analysis more cost-effective, microfluidics
have received unprecedented development since the 1990s. However, in practical applica-
tions, microfluidics still suffers from complexity in both device fabrication and precision
manipulation [6].

In the last decade, magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) are attracting increasing attention in
bioanalysis, due to their modifiable surface area and excellent steerable properties [7–9]. The
introduction of MNPs into microfluidic bioanalysis not only can enlarge the application scope
of microfluidics but also simplify the operation by applying an external magnet [10,11]. The
publications and citations on MNPs in microfluidics are represented in Figure 1, revealing the
increasing attention on these research fields in the last decade. In this review, an overview
of the advances of MNPs-assisted microfluidic bioanalysis is carried out based on more than
200 references (Figure 2). The preparation and modification methods of MNPs are summarized
as having bioanalysis capability in microchips. These MNPs can be used as sample pretreatment
materials and/or biosensing tags. In sample pretreatment, MNPs enable effective magnetic
separation, preconcentration, and mass transport. In detection, MNPs act as not only magnetic
sensing tags but also as a support for optical sensors. Finally, the challenges in microfluidic
bioanalysis with the assistance of MNPs are discussed.
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Figure 1. The steady increase of research on MNPs combined with microfluidics in total from 2012 to
December 2022 (according to the web of science).

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of MNPs assisted-microfluidic bioanalysis.

2. Preparation and Modification of MNPs
2.1. Preparation of MNPs

The superparamagnetic character of MNPs utilized in microfluidic bioassay comes
from metal-based magnetic materials, such as Fe3O4 or Fe2O3. Nanoparticles with su-
perparamagnetic properties are frequently called magnetic beads (MBs) or beads due to
their spherical shape. Microfluidics refers to the manipulation of fluids at small scales
(generally from 10−8 to 10−18 L) in narrow (10−6 to 10−8 m) chambers or channels. Owing
to their nanoscale size, MNPs can freely flow through the microchannels and be easily
confined in the microstructures, resulting in efficient trapping. The ideal MNPs applied
to microfluidic chips should have high magnetic properties, sufficiently small size with
narrow distribution, excellent dispersion, and high surface functionality. These properties
can be achieved by optimizing the preparation process of MNPs. The currently reported
methods for the synthesis of MNPs include co-precipitation, solvothermal, thermal de-
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composition, high-temperature solution phase reaction, and chemical reduction. Table 1
displays the benefits and drawbacks of various techniques for preparing MNPs.

Table 1. MNPs preparation and modification methods: Advantages and disadvantages.

Methods Advantages Disadvantages Ref.

Preparation methods

co-precipitation simple reaction conditions;
high yield. tend to severe agglomeration. [12]

solvothermal well-crystallized harsh reaction conditions [13,14]
thermal decomposition narrow size distribution high temperature [15,16]

high-temperature solution
phase reaction size control high temperature; organic solvent required [17]

chemical reduction paramagnetic, little particle
agglomeration high temperature [18]

commercial MBs monodispersed; with
functional groups expensive; strong non-specific adsorption [19–23]

Modification ways

coating with inorganic
nanomaterials excellent stability, reusable complex preparation, reduced magnetic

property [24–29]

modifying with organic
materials

good dispersion, with
functional groups nonspecific adsorption [30–38]

coupling target ligands selective identification high requirements for preservation
conditions [39–48]

Fe3+ salt, divalent salts (such as Fe2+, Ni2+, Co2+, and Mn2+), and excess alkaline
solution (e.g., ammonia or hydroxide solution) are all used in the co-precipitation synthesis
process. For instance, Tamer et al. [12] were able to produce black Fe3O4 from FeCl3
and FeSO4·7H2O after those raw materials were reacted with NaOH for 40 min. The
formed MNPs carrying the analyte crossed the microchambers by using the simple magnet,
which showed excellent magnetic properties. The co-precipitation method has advantages
including simple reaction conditions and relatively high yield. However, the resulting
MNPs trend to severe agglomeration, which is not favorable for application in microfluidic
systems. A surfactant can be added or the pH value of the solution may be carefully
adjusted to minimize the agglomeration.

The solvothermal method is performed in a sealed autoclave at an elevated tempera-
ture (130–250 ◦C), where an organic solvent is used as the reaction medium. For example,
Cheng et al. [13] synthesized MNPs in an autoclave by the reaction of iron (III) chloride
hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O), sodium acetate (NaOAc), and ethylene glycol for 48 h at 200 ◦C.
Hao et al. [14] prepared monodisperse Fe3O4 nanoparticles in a modified method by chang-
ing the reaction temperature and time to 100 ◦C and 10 h. These products were measured to
be approximately 300 nm and showed no agglomeration, which could be well matched to
the size of the microfluidic chip. The synthesis method can directly obtain well-crystallized
MNPs but requires harsh reaction conditions.

MNPs can be synthesized via the thermal decomposition of organometallic precursors
in an organic solvent with the assistance of a surfactant [15]. Lee et al. [16] reported that
MnFe2O4 nanoparticles were prepared by thermal decomposition method using iron (III)
acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3) and manganese (II) acetate (Mn(ac)2) as precursors, oleic acid as
ligand, trioctylamine as surfactant. The size of the nanoparticles was approximately 100 nm
in diameter, and no aggregation phenomenon was found in many cases. The MnFe2O4
nanoparticles were applied to improve the performance of an immunoassay for detecting
influenza infections by using an integrated microfluidic system. Thanks to the ability of
surfactant to halt the nucleation process, this approach produces monodisperse MNPs that
can be well applied to microfluidic systems.

For the synthesis of Fe3O4 and related MFe2O4 nanoparticles (with M = Co, Ni, Mn,
Mg, etc.), metal acetylacetonates are heated up to 305 ◦C with a mixture of 1,2-hexadecane
diol, oleic acid, and oleylamine. Chang et al. [17] reported that Fe3O4 MNPs were fabricated
by the high-temperature solution phase reaction method as previously described. The
size of nanoparticles can be well controlled by changing the reaction temperature or
metal precursor in this method. Therefore, the problem of particle size matching between
microfluidic chips and MNPs can be well solved.
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The chemical reduction method usually involves the reduction of metal ions and in
particular Fe2+ or Ni2+ by reducing agents such as sodium borohydride, hydrazine hydrate,
and the addition of surfactants during the experiment to prepare MNPs. Li et al. [18]
generated Ni/NiO nanoparticles by a chemical reduction reaction at a temperature of
400 ◦C. The nanoparticles synthesized by this method are paramagnetic, and the particle
agglomeration can be reduced by the addition of surfactant. However, high temperature
is required.

In addition, numerous magnetic-based products are commercially available to con-
sumers, such as Dynabeads [19], Affimag SLC magnetic beads [20], Magnetic Activated
Cell Sorting microbeads [21], Charge Switch® beads [22], and MagneSil® beads [23]. Dyn-
abeads of the company Dynal Biotech (Waltham, MA, USA) are the source of magnetic
separation technology. They are superparamagnetic nanoparticles with a polymer shell that
are frequently employed in microfluidic systems because they are simple to modify with
functional groups. The advantage of superparamagnetism is that they do not aggregate
when the external magnetic field is removed or turned off, as there is no remaining perma-
nent magnetization. This may be one of the key factors for their widespread application in
microfluidic bioassays.

2.2. Modification of MNPs

In order to facilitate applications in bioanalysis, the surface chemistry of MNPs needs
to be controlled. Usually, pristine MNPs tend to aggregate into large clusters due to their
dipole-dipole interactions and large specific surface area, resulting in a decrease in their
specific surface area and superparamagnetism. Therefore, surface modification of magnetic
nanoparticles is required. Beyond magnetic steerable properties, surface modification
endows MNPs with multiple functions, such as specific recognition or sensing. On the
other hand, modified MNPs may prevent the nanoparticles from agglomeration when
migrating in a microchannel, leading to colloidal stability. In addition, surface-modified
MNPs can exhibit water solubility, biocompatibility, and the ability to avoid non-specific
adsorption with biomolecules. Therefore, the surface-modified MNPs can be well combined
with microfluidics and applied to bioanalysis. Figure 3 represents the most frequently used
surface modification strategies, they are inorganic nanomaterials coating, organic materials
modifying, and target ligands coupling.

The surface of MNPs can be coated with inorganic materials to produce magnetic
nanocomplexes with a core-shell structure, which are more stable and easier to be modified.
The most prevalent magnetic nanocomplexes are ferric oxide nanoparticles coated with
silicon dioxide (Fe3O4@SiO2). The silicon dioxide shell is coated to prevent antibodies and
chemicals from interacting with the Fe3O4 core. This greatly reduces the non-specific ad-
sorption of MNPs. The Fe3O4@SiO2 nanoparticles had —CH(O)CH— or —COOH group on
the surface, which not only enhance their biocompatibility and stability, but also made them
accessible to crosslink with amino terminated antibodies [24], meta-iodobenzylguanidine
and octreotide-2,2′,2′′,2′′′′-(1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetrayl)tetraacetic acid
labels [25], or polyethyleneimine [26]. In order to boost stability and make it easier for
the target ligands to bind to the MNPs through metal-thiol interactions, precious metal
nanomaterials were typically coated on the surface of MNPs as a shell. Fe3O4 nanopar-
ticles were coated with Au nanoparticles to create Fe3O4@Au NPs (AuMPs), according
to Gan et al. The magnetic aptamer probes formed by AuMPs nanoparticles and aptamer
exhibited excellent stability and could be reused up to 20 times [27]. In addition, Stark et al.
prepared carbon-coated nanomagnets having a core-shell structure, which possesses high
air and thermal stability [28,29].
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Figure 3. Strategies for MNPs modification. (a) Inorganic nanomaterials coating. (b) Organic
materials modifying. (c) Target ligands coupling.

Surfactants or polymers are typically used in modifying the surfaces of MNPs. Tween-
20 is a typical surfactant applied in research, the tween-20 and streptavidin-modified
magnetic beads were reported by Jin et al. [30]. Tween-20 can effectively avoid beads
aggregation and does not affect the antibody binding capacity of the beads. A good
performance was also shown by the polymer-coated MNPs. Polyethylene glycol is an
organic polymer, and it could be used to modify MNPs to enhance their water solubility and
stability by adding functional groups such as amino [31]. In addition, polyethylene glycol-
modified magnetic microspheres could reduce non-specific protein adsorption [32]. The
MNPs modified by carboxyl-terminated polyacrylic acid exhibited excellent water solubility
and dispersibility [33]. Very little non-specific adsorption occurred on the MNPs coated in
polystyrene, and the reaction sites were activated. Specifically, the MNPs functionalized
by molecularly imprinted polymers had particular bionic recognition characteristics [34].
Overall, the particles could be used directly for high loading binding to a wide range of
biological ligands (proteins, peptides, oligonucleotides, drug molecules, etc.) [35].

Natural compounds can also modify the surface of MNPs. Chitosan is a perfect option
for the capture and release of nucleic acids due to its free amino group composition. MNPs
coated with chitosan made coupling of target ligands easier [36]. By specific binding
of streptavidin-biotin, MBs coated with streptavidin could also capture avidin-labeled
target ligands [37]. Owing to the tetrameric conformation of streptavidin, one streptavidin
protein is able to bind four biotin molecules with high affinity and selectivity, which
can improve the sensitivity of the assay. Notably, the RNA target capture efficiency of
4-formylbenzamide functionalized MBs was two orders of magnitude higher than the
results of streptavidin-coated microbeads [38].
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By further coupling target ligands, the surface-modified MNPs can significantly im-
prove their selectivity in microfluidic bioassays. When coupling the MNPs to the target
ligands, the coupling effectiveness could be increased by adding coupling agents that acti-
vate the carboxyl groups on the surface of the nanomaterials. N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-
N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and N-hydroxy succinimide (NHS) [39] were
the most frequently utilized coupling agents. Here, aminated DNA strands were conju-
gated with carboxylated MBs via a typical EDC/NHS coupling reaction [40]. Likewise, the
quantum dots with carboxyl functional group were coupled to MBs with amine functional
group by EDC/NHS cross-linking reaction [41]. When microfluidic chips are combined
with MNPs to establish a test method for biochemical samples, there is a need to consider
the selectivity of the assay for the testing target, in addition to overcoming the obstacles
of particle size matching, particle deposition, and non-specific adsorption. Target ligands
and in particular specifically and non-specifically recognized biomolecules are frequently
employed to cross-link MNPs in microfluidic bioassay systems in order to improve the
selectivity of the test method. Antibodies were the early biomolecules to be reported for spe-
cific recognition, usually coupled with MNPs as capture probes for target identification and
separation, they exhibited good stability and high specificity [42]. Nucleic acid aptamers,
which are commonly referred to as “artificial antibodies”, can be synthesized by chemical
methods that are simpler, faster, and cheaper. Lee et al. screened a “universal” aptamer that
can predictably alter its conformation based on changes in solvent composition, enabling
the detection of multiple viruses [43]. Additionally, methods for enriching exosomes based
on antibody-antigen interactions were difficult to elute even under favorable conditions,
which was harmful to subsequent analysis. Ye et al. [44,45] offered an analytical approach
based on reversible affinity recognition between phosphatidylserine and Tim4 for magnetic
enrichment and determination of exosomes on microarrays. Interestingly, dextran exhibited
excellent potential for the isolation of influenza viruses, Lee et al. [46] were able to isolate
influenza viruses based on the specificity of viral surface hemagglutinin antigen binding
to dextran. In recent years, some non-specific biomolecules (such as mannose-binding
lectin [47] and vancomycin [48]) had also been applied to modify MNPs to capture multiple
bacteria simultaneously. Subsequently, sensitive and strain-specific detection of targeted
bacteria could be achieved by using signal tag-labeled specific nucleotide probes.

3. MNPs in Microfluidic Bioanalysis

In microfluidic bioanalysis, functionalized MNPs by different preparation and surface
modification methods can be introduced to boost the analytical performance in selectivity,
sensitivity, and speed. In microfluidic sample preparation, MNPs assist the effective
magnetic separation, preconcentration, and mass transport. Meanwhile, in bio-analyte
detection, MNPs can be used as signal tags in magnetic response sensors or supporters for
optical sensors.

3.1. MNPs-Assisted Microfluidic Sample Preparation

Aiming to separate and concentrate analytes from complex matrices, sample prepa-
ration before detection can improve the analytical results in selectivity, sensitivity, speed,
and accuracy [49]. Surface-modified MNPs are utilized as magnetic carriers for the precise
capture, separation, concentration, and transfer of analytes in the pretreatment unit of
microfluidic bioanalytical systems.
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3.1.1. Microfluidic Magnetic Separation

Surface modification, therefore, provides MNPs an edge over the other separation tech-
niques (such as filtration, and centrifugation) that are time-consuming as well as laborious.
For example, the coupling of biomolecules (such as antibodies, nucleic acid aptamers, anti-
gens, enzymes, etc.) to MNPs has been used to achieve simple, fast, inexpensive, and highly
efficient separation of targeted biomolecules under the effect of an external magnetic field.
Common magnetic separation techniques include magnetic solid phase extraction, solid
phase extraction, ion exchange separation, and chromatographic separation techniques.

MNPs are used as the sorbent in the dispersive solid-phase extraction method known
as magnetic solid-phase extraction. Targeted analytes are introduced to the sample and
bound to functionalized MNPs, then the analytes migrate with MNPs and dissociate from
the sample matrix when an external magnetic field is applied. On a microfluidic chip,
magnetic solid-phase extraction of analytes is carried out with simple operation, excellent
separation efficiency, and minimal solvent consumption. DNA [50] and neutrophils [51]
were successfully extracted using magnetic solid-phase extraction in microfluidic systems,
with enhanced extraction yield and purity. The purified analytes could be further de-
tected by off-line devices following magnetic solid-phase extraction, such as fluorescence
immunoassay [52], chemiluminescence immunoassay [53], and ultraviolet absorption de-
tection [54]. The analytical devices were integrated into the microfluidic system with
instrument miniaturization and the development of integration technology, allowing for
simultaneous separation and detection to meet the needs of the scenario for quick detection.
Magnetic separation and direct immunoassay on chip were successfully used to separate
and detect the hepatitis B virus [55] and breast cancer cells MCF-7 [56]. Compared with the
direct method, the double antibody sandwich method is more specific. Zhang et al. [57]
used MBs functionalized with capture antibodies to perform magnetic solid-phase extrac-
tion on MCF-7 cells, followed by imaging of the cells with fluorescein-labeled detection
antibodies on microchips. The microfluidic device was capable of capturing circulating
tumor cells from the blood with an efficiency higher than 94% and identifying MCF-7 cells.
Using the same immunoassay, leukemia B cells were examined and eliminated [58]. In ad-
dition, the double antibody sandwich enzyme-linked immunoassay is the most traditional
immunoassay technique. To increase the sensitivity of the analytical method, the captured
antibody was modified on MBs rather than 96-well plates [59]. The large specific surface
area of MBs can modify more captured antibodies and therefore, the sensitivity is greatly
improved compared to the standard enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. Furthermore,
high-brightness quantum dots could take the place of the horseradish peroxidase enzyme,
which eliminated the need for catalytic substrates and simplified the fluorescent immunoas-
say process with the detection limit of 4.45 × 105 particles/mL for exosomes of oral cancer
origin [60]. Because of their tiny molecular weight, biological small molecules in particular
nucleotide molecules have a restricted ability to be detected. Fluorescence immunoassay of
Helicobacter pylori 16S rRNA [61], ovarian cancer’s cell-free DNA [62], and the influenza
virus RNA [63] was made possible by the addition of a polymerase chain reaction amplifica-
tion module. It is worth noting that the proximity probe (which are oligonucleotide chains)
immobilized MBs could also act as a signal label for fluorescence measurement when
amplified by polymerase chain reaction besides being a capture probe. The point-of-care
assay developed provides the merits of portability, less reagent consumption and faster
time-to-results [64]. Simultaneous separation and detection are required since there are
multiple subtypes of influenza A viruses [65]. To automatically isolate and detect multiple
influenza hemagglutinin in early diagnosis, Liu et al. [66] made full use of MBs of various
sizes and a fluorescent label called quantum dots. This assay realized high sensitivity
with a detection limit of 4.5 ng/mL for H9N2 hemagglutinin and 3.4 ng/mL for H7N9
hemagglutinin. It is worth noting that the aqueous phase including reagents and biological
sample was automatically flowed and reacted in the channel by a capillary pump on a
chip after hydrophilic treatment of microfluidic channel surface. This eliminated the need
for heavy pumps and avoided non-specific adsorption, which greatly reduced the device
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size and improved the portability [67]. Various antibodies and enzymes can be used to
functionalize individual MBs. To enable simultaneous detection of multiplexed biomarker
proteins in clinical cancer diagnostics, the Rusling et al. [68] reported an ultra-sensitive
electrochemical microfluidic array that used antibody-modified gold nanoparticles as a
sensing array and antibody-modified MBs as probes for off-chip capture and separation
of protein with a detection limit of less than 50 fg/mL (Figure 4a). In a follow-up study,
for better application in clinical and point-of-care screening, the group integrated a pro-
tein capture chamber on a microfluidic chip to enable on-chip magnetic separation and
detection of proteins [69]. Based on this, the researchers improved the immuno-array to
further detect smaller peptide fragments. Detection limit of 150 amol/L were achieved for
simultaneous determination of parathyroid hormone-related peptide isoforms and peptide
fragments [70]. Without using a sandwich immunoassay and signal amplification strategy,
Lima et al. [71] created a microfluidic method with an electrochemical capillary capacitor to
achieve fast and sensitive detection of carbohydrate antigen 15-3, a biomarker protein for
breast cancer, with a detection limit of 92.0 µU/mL. Incorporating on-chip magnetic separa-
tion technology with an electrochemical immunoassay based on enzyme amplification [72],
the detection limit for myeloperoxidase was reached at 0.004 ng/mL. The detection limit of
N-terminal prohormone brain natriuretic peptide by electrochemical immunoassay based
on metal nanoparticle enhancement was 750.0 pmol/L [73]. Similar to this, the magnetic
separation method and chemiluminescent immunoassay worked together to successfully
isolate and identify single [74] or multiple analytes [75] on-chip. In recent years, surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy-based microfluidics has been a popular study area. After
magnetic separation of the analyte, antibody-modified MBs created immune complexes
with an antibody-modified Raman nanotag, the surface enhanced Raman signals of im-
mune complexes were detected in the detection chamber, and the detection limit of prostate
specific antigen was 0.01 ng/mL [76]. Notably, using the droplet microfluidic device for
simultaneous detection of dual prostate antigens, the magnetic separation, washing and
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy detection were all carried out in sequential droplets,
without any manual incubation and washing steps. The robustness of the surface enhanced
Raman spectroscopy approach was increased by averaging Raman signals for continuous
droplets, and the limits of detection were below 0.1 ng/mL [77].

Solid-phase extraction is a column-filling extraction technique that makes use of
specific fillers such as C8 and C18 as sorbents. Girault et al. [78] combined microfluidic
solid-phase extraction with stepwise gradient elution followed by online electrospray
ionization-mass spectroscopy detection for the analysis of low concentrations of peptides.
The method used C8- and C18-coated MBs as solid-phase extractants and allowed for rapid
sorbent replacement with a simple rinse when the external magnetic field was turned off
or removed, the detection limit of the device for insulin was 10 nmol/L (Figure 4b). The
team [79] also used C8-functional mesoporous magnetic microspheres (C8-Fe3O4@mSiO2)
as a sorbent, which had noticeably better peptide adsorption than commercial C8-coated
magnetic spheres. In contrast, C8−Fe3O4@mSiO2 microspheres possess a larger specific
surface area and higher loading capacity. This MNPs-based microfluidic solid-phase
extraction technique still essentially used conventional reversed-phase fillers as sorbents
for the separation of analytes.
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Figure 4. Magnetic separation strategies in MNPs-assisted microfluidic bioassays. (a) Schematic
illustration of MSPE, copied with permission [68], copyright © 2012 American Chemical Society.
(b) Schematic illustration of SPE on a chip, copied with permission [78], copyright © 2013 American
Chemical Society. (c) Schematic illustration of ion exchange separation on a chip, copied with
permission [80], copyright © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (d) Schematic
illustration of chromatographic separation on a chip, copied with permission [81], copyright © 2012
Elsevier B.V.

Microfluidic systems combined with ion exchange separation and chromatographic
separation techniques have also been used to separate analytes. Adam et al. [80] reported
a microfluidic system based on modified paramagnetic particles for sarcosine separation
and subsequent analysis on ion exchange liquid chromatography, which minimized the
sample pretreatment requirements. The surface of Dowex 50WX4-400 microbeads, which
contain SO3

− functional groups, was modified with Fe2O3 nanoparticles to produce the
paramagnetic particles. Partial modification of the surface of the microbeads eliminated the
adsorption of unwanted biomolecules (Figure 4c). Qiu et al. established an open-tube capil-
lary electrochromatography chip for enantiomer selective separation and detection. Using
a magnetic nanocomposite (GO/Fe3O4 NCS) as the stationary phase, the chip was utilized
to perform chiral splitting of the tryptophan enantiomers. This was followed by in-column
electrochemical detection with detection limits of 7.6 and 9.5 µmol/L for D-tryptophan
and L-tryptophan, respectively [81] (Figure 4d). A highly accurate size-based microparticle
separation technique called “rotating magnetic chromatography” was developed for the
separation of microparticles by Li et al. [82]. This novel technique exploited the interaction
between MNPs and particles, where the MNPs moved in a specific trajectory due to an ex-
ternal magnetic field, while the particles flowed through a microfluidic separation channel
and were separated according to size. The method was successfully applied to the analysis
of cancer cells SK-HEP-1 and HEP-3B. Due to its unparalleled ability to isolate submicron
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cells, rotating magnetic chromatography can be considered a breakthrough technology that
can unlock new perspectives in medical oncology.

3.1.2. Microfluidic Magnetic Enrichment

Enrichment of the analytes is necessary after the analytes are separated from the
sample solution during sample preparation. Hence, magnetic separation and enrichment
are frequently combined. Magnetic enrichment improves the sensitivity of biomedical
diagnostics by increasing the concentration of biomedical samples. MNPs were successfully
used in microfluidic systems to magnetically separate and concentrate trace analytes such
as DNA [83], estrogens [84], circulating tumor cells [85], genomic DNA [86], etc., where
analyte loss was decreased and enrichment effectiveness was increased. Additionally,
magnetic separation and pre-concentration processes could be conducted in the centrifugal
tube off-chip, and purified analytes are then submitted to a microfluidic sensing system to
detect (e.g., electrochemical assays [87], fluorescence assays [88], surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy assays [89], and surface plasmon resonance assays [90]). The sensors see
only the analyte and/or microbeads and never contact the full sample to limit nonspecific
binding. A novel “all-in-one” approach that combines magnetic separation, enrichment,
and detection of samples on a chip to meet the needs of point-of-care detection was pre-
sented to speed up the separation and analysis. The “all-in-one” approach was successfully
used to detect thrombin [91], glucose [92], peptides [93], carcinoembryonic antigen, and
Alpha-fetoprotein [94], the approach possesses the strengths of rapid and highly sensitive
detection, no pre-treatment or low pre-treatment requirements. To identify microRNAs
rapidly and with high sensitivity, Xing et al. [95] developed an electrochemiluminescence
microarray system based on base stacking hybridization and magnetic particle enrichment
techniques. The system combined microfluidics with electrochemiluminescence detec-
tion, allowing the construction of easily portable devices. The method did not require an
enzymatic amplification effect and had a detection limit of 0.78 ng/mL for microRNA.
(Figure 5a). Following an enzymatic amplification effect and gold nanoparticle amplifi-
cation method, Oliveira et al. [96] developed a microfluidic electrochemical sensor based
on immunomagnetic nanoparticles that detected prostate antigen down to 0.062 fg/mL.
Nucleic acid amplification steps such as polymerase chain reaction or reverse transcrip-
tion loop-mediated isothermal amplification could also be integrated into an “all-in-one”
strategy for the successful detection of a trace amount of circulating cell-free DNA [22],
H1N1 virus RNA [97]. Notably, a powerless, instrument-free “all-in-one” platform was
better suited for point-of-care detection. When the target oligonucleotide was present, a
magnetic particle-target-polystyrene particle sandwich structure was formed. The MBs
captured the target to be measured and then preconcentrated in the capture zone, and the
free polystyrene particles accumulated downstream of the microchip, forming visual strips
of quantifiable length, the number of which was inversely proportional to the number of
targets. Such an instrument-free and power-free platform enabled a limit of detection of
oligonucleotides down to 13 fmol/L [98]. Similarly, Cui et al. [99] reported an economical
and simple biosensing method. Competition analysis between MNPs, C-reactive protein
antigens, and particles was used to quantify C-reactive protein concentrations. When
C-reactive protein antigen was present, fewer MNPs bond to antibody-coupled particles,
allowing the free particles to flow and be captured in a microfluidic particle accumulation
chip after magnetic separation, forming a visual bar of quantifiable length, which is pro-
portional to the concentration of C-reactive protein. A two-step competition method was
applied to further improve the sensitivity and specificity of the assay with a detection limit
of 32 pg/mL.

Electrochemical sensing signals are activated and amplified by the preconcentration
of MNPs on microchips. Typically, biomolecules are immobilized on electrodes (such as
gold or glassy carbon electrodes) to create electrochemical immunosensors, and MNPs
are immobilized on the electrode surface to build magnetic electrodes. Signal tags for
electrochemical immunosensors are commonly made of electrochemically active mate-
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rials, which are bound and magnetically enriched on the sensor surface. Yi et al. [100]
developed a regenerable electrochemical immunosensor in which an MBs-amino-terminal
brain natriuretic peptide pro-Fab antibody-platinum Prussian blue nanomaterial sand-
wich compounds were magnetically enriched and fixed on the electrode surface, opening
the sensor circuit. The electrochemical sensor had a detection limit of 0.003 ng/mL for
amino-terminal brain natriuretic peptide pro-Fab antibody. Washing and regenerating the
immunosensor with the magnet removed enabled continuous detection (Figure 5b). Simi-
larly, silver-polypyrrole [101] and ferrocene [102] are also electrochemical active materials.
Enzymes are also used as labels in electrochemical immunosensors for signal amplification.
Chiou et al. [103] attached alginate microspheres containing magnetic powder and en-
zymes on the surface of the electrochemical sensor to detect various blood testing targets by
switching different types of enzymes, which can solve the problem of enzyme preservation
in a microfluidic device. More researchers used capture antibodies-labeled MBs to enrich
analytes and formed sandwich complexes with detection antibodies-labeled horseradish
peroxidase, which were immobilized on the electrode surface by an external magnetic field
to achieve signal amplification [30]. Based on this, prostate cancer biomarkers [104] and
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 [105] were rapidly and sensitively de-
tected. Furthermore, Baldrich et al. [106] reported an electrochemical point-of-care system
with sample preparation and detection of magnetic immunoassay on a disposable paper
electrode microfluidic device with a detection limit of 2.47 ng/mL for plasmodium falci-
parum lactate dehydrogenase. The method requires little user intervention for quantitative
diagnosis of malaria, which is not possible with other diagnostic methods.

Similarly, optical signals can be amplified by preconcentrating MNPs on microchips.
Fluorescence detection signals are typically amplified via magnetic enrichment.
Chuang et al. [107] created an open-well microfluidic fluorescent immunoassay platform
where immune complexes made of MBs, tumor necrosis factor, and fluorescent dye-labeled
detection antibodies gathered under magnetic force to form dense clusters with a detec-
tion limit of 2.9 pg/mL, and an open configuration facilitated user operation in different
bioassays. The influenza virus [108] and free folate receptor [109], two trace analytes, were
effectively found using a similar methodology. Using horseradish peroxidase rather than
fluorescent dye, Li et al. [110] were able to achieve the dual fluorescence amplification
effect of magnetic aggregation and horseradish peroxidase catalysis with detection limits
of 0.29 pg/mL, 0.047 pg/mL, and 0.021 pg/mL for carcinoembryonic antigen, prostate-
specific antigen, and interleukin-6, respectively (Figure 5c). The group further combined
the microfluidic magnetic spatial confinement strategy to achieve triple amplification of the
fluorescence signal with a detection limit of 2 cells/mL for human breast cancer cells MCF-
7 [111]. Additionally, Baldrich et al. [112] developed a disposable microfluidic paper-based
device and a handheld fluorescence reader, which enabled point-of-care detection.

The surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy signal can also be amplified by magnetic
preconcentration [113]. Noble metal nanoparticles [114] and Raman-active nanoparti-
cles [115] are commonly used as Raman tags. Additionally, by substituting Raman re-
porter molecules (such as 5,5-dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid), para-mercaptobenzoic acid)
modified noble metal nanomaterials for the naked noble metal nanoparticles, the simul-
taneous detection of multiple analytes was made possible [116]. Based on this, catalytic
hairpin assembly technology combined with the magnetic aggregation signal amplifica-
tion technique to achieve the dual signal amplification effect of surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy [117,118]. Furthermore, a surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy-based micro-
droplet sensor created by Choo et al. greatly increased the sensitivity and reproducibility of
the detection of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, with a limit of detection
and coefficient of variation rising from 36 PFU/mL to 0.22 PFU/mL, and 21.2% to 1.79%,
respectively [119]. Traditional surface plasmon resonance technology finds it challenging
to directly detect low-concentration analytes, but magnetic enrichment can enhance the
surface plasmon resonance signal [120].
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Figure 5. “All in one” strategy for magnetic separation, enrichment, and detection in MNPs-assisted
microfluidic. (a) Schematic illustration of magnetic enrichment and detection on a microfluidic chip,
reproduced with permission from ref [95], copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V. (b) Schematic illustration
of magnetic preconcentration on microchips to turn on electrochemical sensing signals, reproduced
with permission from ref [100], copyright © 2011 Elsevier B.V. (c) Schematic illustration of magnetic
preconcentration on microchips to amplify fluorescence detection signals, reproduced with permission
from ref [110], copyright © 2021 American Chemical Society.

3.1.3. Microfluidic Magnetic Transport

Driven by magnetic force, MNPs allows analytes to transport and mix in an automated
manner, saving human labor and enhancing sample preparation efficiency, and promising
the integration and full automation of sample preparation and detection [121]. Digital
microfluidics, also known as droplet microfluidics, are typical examples of microfluidic
magnetic transport. On the one hand, it is the transport of droplets. The first digital
microfluidic electrochemical immunosensor, described by Wheeler et al. [122], utilized a
sequential flow of sample and immunoreactive reagent droplets across MNPs to capture
and detect thyroid hormone with a detection limit of 2.4 µIU/mL. The simplicity and small
size of the detector is a potential application for future portable analysis. Rühe et al. [123]
reported a droplet microfluidic device that was founded on a sandwich immunoassay.
Based on droplet motion, a switchable magnetic trap was added to repeatedly catch and
release MNPs, allowing for the sequential analysis of multiple samples and a two order of
magnitude increase in extraction efficiency of MNPs from aqueous nanoliter-sized drops
over traditional enzyme-linked immunoassay. The platform offers strong advantages in
areas where sample and/or reagent volumes are limited and high throughput analysis is
required. (Figure 6a). Droplets can serve as reaction chambers as well [124]. Zhou [125] de-
veloped a droplet digital polymerase chain reaction technology. The technique performed
droplet digital polymerase chain reaction on droplets containing magnetic beads-prostate
specific antigen-DNA immune complexes and was capable of detecting prostate-specific
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antigen as low as 0.48 ng/mL. On the other hand, it is the transport of MBs. Kang et al. [126]
described a droplet immunoassay microchip that consists of chambers storing water-based
reagents for continuous analytical procedures, with a detection limit of 20 pg/mL for
oligomeric amyloid β, the MBs were transported along the chamber to reduce nonspecific
adsorption. The platform could be used for point-of-care testing as well as high-throughput
clinical diagnostics (Figure 6b). Similarly, Liu et al. developed a chemiluminescent im-
munoassay system based on an active droplet array microfluidic chip. The automated
chemiluminescence detection of procalcitonin may be accomplished in less than 12 min by
driving the MBs to move and react along a sequence of droplets that were pre-loaded with
reagents with a detection limit of 0.044 ng/mL [127]. The entire analysis can be carried
out flexibly in droplets containing MBs by fine-tuning the magnetic density to alter the
extraction of the beads (<320 mT) and the delivery of the droplets (>320 mT) [128]. In
addition, the sensitivity of the assay is increased by combining digital microfluidics with
the nucleic acid amplification techniques isothermal cycling to cyclic amplification [129],
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction [130], and digital polymerase chain re-
action [131]. Analytical efficiency is improved by coupling a simple and flexible droplet
microfluidic sample preparation technique with a nucleic acid amplification procedure.
Interestingly, a microfluidic chip successfully achieves quick and automated detection
of C-reactive protein by magnetically deflecting MBs laterally across alternating laminar
flow streams of reagents and washing with a detection limit of 0.87 µg/mL. The platform
eliminated the multiple manual steps and long diffusion-based reaction times required for
off-chip magnetic bead analysis and enzyme linked immunosorbent assay with analysis
speeds of less than 60 s [132].

Figure 6. Microfluidic magnetic transport. (a) Schematic illustration of droplet transport-based
microfluidic system, reused with permission from ref [123], copyright © 2020 American Chemical
Society. (b) Schematic illustration of droplet microfluidic platform based on MBs transport, reused
with permission from ref [126], copyright © 2014 Elsevier B.V.
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More research on MNPs transport is based on a sophisticated microfluidic chip design,
where a series of chambers are pre-loaded with the substances required for a sequential
immune reaction, and MNPs are moved through the series of chambers under magnetic force.
This method automates the reaction process without the use of pumps or large machinery
and has great potential for application in rapid clinical diagnostics at the point of care. See
Table 2 for more research on the transport of MNPs. MNPs can also serve as magnetic
stirrers. Magnetic mixing, as opposed to passive mixing, improves the possibility of contact
between MNPs and analytes, leading to a significantly higher speed and sensitivity [133]. The
migration of magnetic beads has led to a breakthrough in the miniaturization and automation
of microfluidic immunoassays. Based on the migration of magnetic beads, all analytical steps
can be performed on a closed microchip, which facilitates the requirements of rapid, sensitive,
and portable analysis for different assay scenarios.

Table 2. Studies on the transport of MNPs.

Manipulation Functional MNPs Sample Analyte Detection
Method LOD Time/min Point-Of-Care Ref

Automated

MBs nasopharyngeal
swab H1N1 RNA RT-PCR 26 copies 60 No [134]

iron oxide functionalized NPs
nasopharyngeal

swabs and
saliva

SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR - <15 No [135]

antibody conjugated MBs erythrocyte
solution H1N1 FL 5.1 × 10−4

HAU 33 No [136]

antibody-coated MBs plasma ZIKV NS1 CO 62.5 ng/mL 10 Yes [137]
paramagnetic surface-oxidized
nickel nanoparticles (Ni/NiO

NPs)
- SP CO 105 CFU/mL 15 No [18]

DNA target complex on MBs - DNA OM 2 pmol/L 45 No [138]
antibody-bound dynabeads serum CRP CL 1.5 ng/mL 25 Yes [139]

capture antibody labeled MBs cell lysate CEA, EGFR FL 0.82 × 10−5

ng/mL 120 No [140]

antibody conjugated MBs blood IL-6, TNF-α FL 1 × 10−3

ng/mL 20 No [141]

p53 antigen conjugated MBs saliva anti-p53
autoantibody CO 4 ng/mL 60 No [142]

non-
automated

cellulose functionalized MBs plasmid HPV 18 RT-PCR 50 copies <15 No [143]
antibody functionalized MBs - β-hCG EC 10 ng/mL 31 Yes [144]
capture antibody-conjugated

MBs serum HIV-1p24 VS 0.5 ng/mL 60 Yes [145]

capture antibody-conjugated
MBs serum CRP, PSA VS 10 ng/mL 120 No [146]

antibody-coated MBs; serum TNF-α imaging 1 × 10−6

ng/mL 20 No [147]

primary antibody-conjugated
MNPs serum PSA imaging 3.2 ng/mL 45 No [148]

LOD, the limit of detection; RT-PCR, reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; FL, fluorogenic; CO,
colorimetric; OM, opto-magnetic; CL, chemiluminescence; EC, electrochemical; VS, visual; ZIKV NS1, zika virus
nonstructural protein 1; SP, Streptococcus pneumoniae; IL-6, interleukin-6; HPV, human papillomavirus; β-hCG,
β-type human chorionic gonadotropin; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; HSV, herpes simplex virus; TNF-α,
tumor necrosis factor-α; HAU, hemagglutination units; CFU, colony-forming units; -, not mentioned.

3.2. MNPs for Biosensing

Biosensors are analytical devices or systems that detect specific targets by converting
and amplifying biomolecular recognition events into signals that can be semi-quantified
or quantified. The recognition sensing element can be classified according to their in-
teractions with analytes, including antibody-antigen, nucleic acid, aptamers or peptides
and corresponding targets, enzyme-substrate, ligand-receptor, and host-guest interactions.
Common forms of signal transduction utilized in biosensing include electrochemical, op-
tical, magnetic, and surface plasmon resonance transducers, etc. [149]. For biosensing,
the magnetic response is the unique advantage of MNPs, such as magneto-resistive and
magnetic relaxation. These specific magnetic responses combined with microfluidic chip
devices have been applied in bioanalysis. In addition, using MNPs as a supporter, optical
sensing labels can be immobilized and easily handled with an external magnet.
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3.2.1. Microfluidic Magnetic Biosensors

The microfluidic magnetic sensor is an analytical device on a microfluidic chip utilizing
MNPs as bio-conjugated carriers and/or magnetic tags. There are two analytical principles
for microfluidic magnetic sensors, one based on the presence or absence of MNPs on the
sensor surface. As shown in Figure 7a, functional group A is modified on the surface
of the magnetic sensor, and MNPs labelled with functional group B are mixed with the
biological sample to specifically bind the targets, which are transported to the sensing
region and form a magnetic immune complex with functional group A. The stray field of a
magnetically labeled bio-analyte is detected by a magnetic sensor. The other is based on
the analysis of the aggregation and dispersion states of MNPs. As seen in Figure 7b, MNPs
labeled with functional groups exhibit two different states of aggregation and dispersion in
the presence and absence of targets, causing signal changes in themselves or surrounding
molecules, which are detected by the magnetic sensors. Magnetic sensors offer several
key advantages, such as the ability to rapidly detect target molecules; no noise is detected
during magnetic signal capture; as well as key benefits such as small size, low cost, high
sensitivity, and biocompatibility.

Figure 7. Principle of microfluidic magnetic sensors. (a) Analysis based on the presence or absence of
MNPs on the sensor surface. (b) Analysis based on the dispersion and aggregation state of MNPs.

The magneto-resistive effect is the change in resistance when a magnetic field is
applied. Magneto resistive sensor is analyzed based on the presence or absence of MNPs
on the sensor surface. A magnetic field is applied above the magneto resistive sensor and
the magnetic nanoparticles bound to the surface of the sensor are magnetized, creating
a stray magnetic field that causes a change in the resistance of the sensor [150]. Giant
magneto-resistive sensors are the most widely used magnetic sensors. MNPs can be
bound to the sensor surface by two methods: direct immunoassay and double antibody
sandwich method. Cui et al. reported a microfluidic platform incorporating a giant magneto
resistive sensor, which was detected by direct immunoassay by trapping streptavidin-
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modified magnetic nanoclusters onto biotin-labeled hybridization products at the sensor
interface, resulting in a switch in the resistance of the sensor with a detection limit of
200 IU/mL [151]. For efficient amplification of the analyte, loop isothermal amplification
was used instead of polymerase chain reaction with a detection limit of 10 copies/mL for
hepatitis B virus DNA [152]. MNPs can also be bound to the giant magneto resistive sensor
surface using a dual antibody sandwich method. Wang et al. established a simple and
sensitive method for the detection of the influenza A virus. A monoclonal antibody against
the viral nucleoprotein was bound to MNPs, and the presence of the virus allowed the
MNPs to bind to the captured antibody on the surface of the giant magneto resistive sensor,
resulting in a change in the resistance of the sensor [153]. The group further integrated a
portable point-of-care device, a platform that allows testing outdoors and can be applied
in non-clinical settings [154]. To further enhance the field diagnostic capabilities of the
platform, the group further developed a wash-free magnetic bioassay [155]. In addition,
an “all-in-one” strategy enabled the portable, low-cost, and sensitive detection of cytosolic
fibronectin, matrix metallopeptidase 9 [156], and 12 tumor markers [157]. Compared with
giant magneto resistive sensors, magnetic tunnel junction sensor has a higher signal-to-
noise ratio [158]. Petti reported a portable electronic and microfluidic platform based on
compact magnetic tunnel junctions sensing device that successfully achieved ultra-sensitive
detection of Listeria monocytogenes DNA below the nanomolar range [159] (Figure 8a).

Figure 8. Microfluidic magnetic biosensors. (a) Schematic illustration of MTJ biosensor integrated
microfluidic chip, adapted with permission from [159], copyright © 2016 Elsevier B.V. (b) Schematic
illustration of the magnetic relaxation switching sensor, reprinted with permission from [160], copy-
right © 2021 Frontiers Media. (c) Schematic illustration of the Brownian relaxation sensor, reprinted
with permission from [161], copyright © 2014 WILEY−VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
(d) Schematic illustration of protein capture and detection mediated by Fe3O4@GO sheets, reprinted
with permission from [162], copyright © 2016 Elsevier B.V.
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The giant magnetic impedance effect is the variation of the alternating current impedance
when the applied direct current magnetic field changes. The giant magnetic impedance
sensor is similarly analyzed based on the presence or absence of MNPs on the sensor surface.
Giant magnetic impedance sensors are more sensitive and respond more quickly than other
traditional magnetic sensors. Feng et al. [163] proposed an integrated microfluidic device
based on a giant magnetic impedance sensor, where prostate-specific antigen was coupled to
antibody-labeled MNPs and captured onto the Au membrane surface, and the captured MNPs
generated a stray magnetic field under an applied direct current magnetic field, resulting in
a significant change in the alternating current impedance of the giant magnetic impedance
sensor with a detection limit of 0.1 ng/mL. Furthermore, Kim et al. proposed a novel portable
impedance biosensor platform for the sensitive detection of human tumor necrosis factor α,
which can be used for digital diagnosis for real sample-in result-out systems [164]. To reliably
and sensitively detect glial fibrillary acidic protein to distinguish brain hemorrhage from acute
ischemic stroke, a compact microfluidic magnetic impedance biosensor was developed for
the detection of glial fibrillary acidic protein in biological samples with a detection limit of
1.0 ng/mL [165].

Part of the magnetic sensor is based on the analysis of the aggregation or dispersion
of MNPs. The magnetic relaxation switching sensor is based on the effect of MNPs on the
relaxation rate of water protons [166]. When MNPs form target-induced aggregates, the
transverse relaxation time (T2) of adjacent water protons is changed. Yi et al. developed a
microfluidic nuclear magnetic resonance detection device for the rapid detection of tumor
markers [167]. Yin et al. reported a microfluidic chip-based magnetic relaxation switch
immunosensor that simplified manipulation and amplified the detection signal of samples
by enzyme-mediated nanoparticles. CAT-PS-AB2 was prepared by simultaneously labeling
peroxidase (CAT) and detection antibody (AB2) on polystyrene (PS) microspheres. The
targets were specifically bound to antibodies modified on MBs and polystyrene, respectively,
to form sandwich structures. The degree of aggregation of Ag-MNPs30 was regulated by
the decomposition of H2O2 by catalase, which caused a change in the lateral relaxation
time (T2). The sensor was successfully applied to the detection of alpha-fetoprotein in real
samples with a detection limit of 0.56 ng/mL (Figure 8b) [160]. The theory behind the
Brownian relaxation sensor is that MNPs form target-induced aggregates with a larger
hydrodynamic radius and exhibit a slower Brownian relaxation response than individual
MNPs do. Hansen et al. performed the first Brownian relaxation measurements on magnetic
nanorods on a chip using magneto-resistive sensors for the quantification of Bacillus globigii
spores and Vibrio cholerae on DNA coils formed by rolling circle amplification. The free
MBs have a higher Brownian relaxation frequency f B, free, while the MBs bound to the
rolling circle amplification coil have a larger hydrodynamic size, significantly lowering
the Brownian relaxation frequency f B. The proportion of MBs bound to the rolling circle
amplification coil depends on the concentration of the rolling circle amplification coil
(Figure 8c) [161]. To achieve truly low-cost and high-performance analysis, the group
developed a new Blu-ray optical pick-up unit to measure the Brownian rotational dynamics
of MBs [168]. The team went on to successfully detect C-reactive protein using a lab-on-a-
disc platform in a sensitive and fully automated manner [169].

3.2.2. MNPs-Assisted Optical Microfluidic Biosensors

MNPs-assisted optical microfluidic sensors consist of a biological recognition com-
ponent that interacts or reacts with the biological analyte studied and an optical sensor
that converts that recognition component into a measurable electrical output signal in a
microfluidic system using magnetic nanoparticles as a signal tag.

Most investigations rely on either imaging MBs during an aggregation test or imaging
MBs that have been fluorescently probe-labeled since light microscopy cannot capture
individual MBs with sufficient clarity. To quickly detect Clostridium difficile using a mobile
phone camera, Landers et al. [170] paired an MBs aggregation test with a microfluidic
device. The platform relied on the inhibition of MBs aggregation by long DNA strands,
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which normally induce bead aggregation under hybridization conditions in rotating mag-
netic fields. This technique was coupled to loop-mediated isothermal amplification that
effectively eliminated the requirement for thermal cycling. The bead aggregation test
served as the foundation for the development of a low-cost, high-throughput “windmill
test” platform with a detection limit of 5 pg/chamber for human genomic DNA [171].
Lee et al. [172] suggested an asymmetric immune aggregation test with a detection limit of
40 pg/mL for the quick, label-free detection of influenza A nucleoprotein. Additionally,
MNPs were employed as signal markers, fixed at particular sites in the microchannel
by immunoassay, counted, and photographed using a fluorescence microscope [173] or
complementary metal oxide semiconductor camera [174]. Fluorescence imaging with MBs
trapping was used in part of the study for quantitative analysis. Guo [175] used MagPlex®

color-coded beads to simultaneously detect several cancer biomarkers, which may be con-
ducted with the aid of 500 sets of MagPlex® color-coded beads in the same microchamber.
The β-galactosidase/N protein/antibody-labeled MBs immunocomplex was constrained
to fly-liter-sized wells, each carrying only one bead. A fluorescent substrate reaction was
then added to produce a locally high concentration of fluorescent product with a detec-
tion limit of 33.28 pg/mL for protein, which was 300 times lower than that of a standard
enzyme-linked immunoassay [176].

Additionally, MNPs can be utilized as Raman labels and enzyme tags for optical
detection. MNPs exhibit inherent peroxide-like mimetic enzyme activity but are poorly
dispersed. Using the dispersion of carbon (C) and the high catalytic activity of palla-
dium nanoparticles (Pd), Yu et al. [177] developed Pd/Fe3O4@C magnetic nanocomplexes
with high catalytic activity against 3,3’,5,5’-tetramethylbenzidine and o-phenylenediamine
chromogenic substrates. They also built a paper-based microfluidic multiplexed colori-
metric immunoassay apparatus with a detection limit of 1.7 pg/mL for the quick and
inexpensive simultaneous detection of carcinoembryonic antigen and Alpha-fetoprotein.
To increase the hydrophilicity and dispersibility of MNPs, Rusling et al. [162] placed
Fe3O4 nanoparticles on graphene oxide nanosheets. As a result, they were able to detect
prostate-specific antigen and prostate-specific membrane antigen by an ultra-sensitive
electrochemical method with low-cost detection limits of 15 fg/mL and 4.8 fg/mL, re-
spectively (Figure 8d). Co0.25Zn0.75Fe2O4 (CoZn-FeONPs) magnetic nanocomplexes were
created by Faria [178] in order to further enhance the catalytic activity of MNPs. They
were then put into a disposable enzyme-free microfluidic immune array device for the
electrochemical detection of cytokeratin fragment antigen 21-1 with a detection limit as low
as 0.19 fg/mL. Huang et al. [179] created a type of magnetic multicolor surface-enhanced
Raman scattering nanotag (IO-Au Raman nanotags), multiple surface protein markers for
magnetic capture, and simultaneous detection of a single tumor cell. The dual enrichment
and detection capabilities of magnetic-plasmonic nanoparticles were exhibited.

4. Conclusions and Prospects

To summarize, the MNPs-assisted microfluidic bioanalysis is showing excellent an-
alytical performance in selectivity, sensitivity, and speed. Moreover, the introduction of
functionalized MNPs enlarges the application scope of microfluidics, and the steerable
properties of MNPs advance bioanalysis in an automated way. These MNPs can be used
as sample pretreatment materials and/or biosensing tags. In sample pretreatment, the
application of magnetic nanoparticles allows separation and concentration in one step,
contributing to the development of wash-free, simple, rapid, and in-situ sample preparation
techniques. In biosensing, magnetic nanoparticles have powerful potential for applications
with multiple functions such as separation carriers and signal tags. Despite the rapid
development of MNPs-assisted microfluidic bioanalysis in the last decade, there are still
some issues that need to be addressed. Firstly, to suit the usage in microfluidic bioanalysis,
the particle size, stability, and toxicity of the MNPs have to be taken into account in the ma-
terial preparation. Secondly, more multifunctional MNPs capable of integration of several
analytical processes are highly desired to further improve the analytical performance of
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MNPs-assisted microfluidic bioanalysis. Thirdly, to push the practicality of MNPs-assisted
microfluidic bioanalysis forward, more effort should be put into the further simplification
of microfluidic devices and operations.
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